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Full Valeting Treatments         

 

Executive Valet  Small Cars £52 - Medium Cars £55 - Large Cars £58  Approximately 2 hours 

Power wash rinse - Snow foam prewash - Hand washed using our 2-bucket method - Wheels scrubbed and corrosive brake dust removed - 
Mud flaps and wheel arches cleaned and dressed - Wiper blades cleaned - Bodywork dried using a combination of blade and microfibre 
drying towel - Tyres dressed and shined - Door and boot sills cleaned - Fuel filler point cleaned - Exterior black trims dressed and re-blacked 
- Dashboard, centre console and door plastics are dusted, cleaned, dressed and protected - Air vents dusted and cleaned - Seat runners 
cleaned - Interior windows cleaned using anti mist spray - Interior vacuumed including boot - Rear seats lifted and vacuumed - Rubber mats 
washed - Rubbish removed - Fully deodorised - Choose between a full exterior wax OR a full interior shampoo / leather clean and condition. 

 

Showroom Valet  Small Cars £72 - Medium Cars £75 - Large Cars £78  Approximately 2 ½ hours 

Includes Executive plus; Alloy wheels’/wheel trims polished to a high shine and sealed - Exhaust tips polished and protected - A wax is now 
applied to bodywork for lasting shine - Exterior windows treated with a rain repellent (lasts approximately two months) - Exterior mirrors 
treated with a rain repellent (lasts approximately two months) - Window tops cleaned - Carpets, seats, mats, head liners, parcel shelf 
shampooed & stain removal - Boot area shampooed - Leather seats cleaned and conditioned - Rubber mats cleaned and dressed. 

 

Premium Deluxe Valet  Small Cars £92 - Medium Cars £95 - Large Cars £98  Approximately 3 hours 

Includes Executive & Showroom plus; • This option includes the choice of a Full Engine Bay and Spare Wheel Bay Clean OR a Full Exterior 
Hand Polish to brighten paintwork. - A full in-depth valeting treatment targeting every inch of your vehicle. Our anti-bacterial Fog IT odour 
neutralising treatment can be added for only £20. 

 

Exterior or Interior only   

 

Exterior Valet   Small Cars £22 - Medium Cars £25 - Large Cars £28         Approximately 1 hour 

Power wash rinse - Snow foam prewash - Hand washed using our 2-bucket method - Wheels scrubbed and corrosive brake dust removed - 
Bodywork dried using a combination of blade and microfibre drying towel - Tyres dressed and shined - Door and boot sills cleaned (Just ask) 
- Wax applied for lasting shine.  

 

Exterior Valet Plus+  Small Cars £72 - Medium Cars £75 - Large Cars £78  Approximately 2 ½ hours 

Includes the above Exterior Valet, plus; Alloy wheels’/wheel trims polished to a high shine and dressed - Exterior black trims dressed and re-

blacked – Tar removed from bodywork - A full hand polish to brighten paintwork and reveal natural shine - combined with sealant for added 

gloss and protection - Exterior windows and mirrors treated with a rain repellent (lasts approximately two months) - Engine bay cleaned and 
plastics dressed - Exhaust tips polished. 

 

Interior Valet   Small Cars £42 - Medium Cars £45 - Large Cars £48  Approximately 1 ½ hours 

Interior vacuumed - Boot vacuumed - Rear seats lifted and vacuumed - Seat runners cleaned - Interior windows cleaned using anti-mist spray 
- All mirrors cleaned and polished - Rubbish removed and ashtrays emptied - Dashboard, centre console and door plastics dusted, cleaned 
and dressed - Fully deodorised - Spare tyre bay cleaned - Spare tyre dressed - Window tops cleaned - All ashtrays washed - Carpets, seats, 
mats, head liners and parcel shelf shampooed & stain removal - Boot area shampooed - Leather seats cleaned and conditioned - Rubber mats 
cleaned and dressed - Door and boot sills cleaned. 

 

Interior Valet Plus+  Small Cars £92 - Medium Cars £95 - Large Cars £98  Approximately 3 ½ hours 

Includes the above Interior Valet, plus; Leather treatment upgraded to nourishing cream - Diamondbrite fabric protection applied to prevent 
against future staining - Fog-It Odour Neutraliser bomb, kills 99.9% of bacteria that causes bad odour. 
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Detailing Treatments 
 

 

Protection Detail  Small Cars £130 - Medium Cars £140 - Large Cars £150  Approximately 4 hours 

This detail level leaves your vehicles paintwork as smooth as glass, removes minor swirl marks and gives long lasting shine and protection… 
For the continued road ahead! 
 

Full snow foam and hand wash using the two bucket method - Bonded contaminants removed from paintwork using clay bars & tar remover – 
Wheels & arches scrubbed – Full hand polish to reduce minor swirls and light scratches - A hard Carnauba Wax applied to paintwork for 
extreme, long lasting shine and protection - Exterior windows dressed with rain repellent - Exterior trim dressed - Alloy wheels polished and 
sealed - Tyres dressed with our long lasting tyre gel - Door and boot sills cleaned and degreased and protected - Exhaust tips polished & 
protected – Add an additional layer of our Carnauba Wax for £20 for extra protection and deeper gloss - Upgrade to our Enduro Shield 
rain repellent treatment for all exterior glass and mirrors for only an extra £25 (lasts approximately 12 months) - Interior vacuumed - Interior 
windows cleaned - Dashboard, centre console and door plastics dressed and protected – Seat runners cleaned - Rubber mats cleaned and 
dressed - Fully deodorised - Leather seats conditioned. 
 

 

Enhancement Detail  Small Cars £260 - Medium Cars £280 - Large Cars £300  Approximately 7 hours 

This detail enhances your vehicles paintwork by polishing out approximately 85% of surface imperfections such as swirl marks, scratches & 
oxidisation as well as leaving a smooth as glass feel and of course giving a long lasting shine and adding protection, for the road ahead! 
 

Full snow foam and hand wash using the two bucket method - Bonded contaminants removed from paintwork using clay bars & tar remover – 
Wheels & arches scrubbed – Full machine polish to remove swirl marks, scratches and oxidisation - A hard Carnauba Wax applied to paintwork 
for extreme, long lasting shine and protection - Exterior windows dressed with rain repellent - Exterior trim dressed - Alloy wheels polished 
and sealed - Tyres dressed with our long lasting tyre gel - Door and boot sills cleaned and degreased and protected - Exhaust tips polished 
& protected – Add an additional layer of our Carnauba Wax for £20 for extra protection and deeper gloss - Upgrade to our Enduro Shield 
rain repellent treatment for all exterior glass and mirrors for only an extra £25 (lasts approximately 12 months) - Interior vacuumed - Interior 
windows cleaned - Dashboard, centre console and door plastics dressed and protected – Seat runners cleaned - Rubber mats cleaned and 
dressed - Fully deodorised - Leather seats conditioned. 
 

 

Once treated with Diamondbrite, you'll never have to 
polish your car again. Simple washing is all that’s 

required. Your vehicle will look as good as it did when 
it left the showroom, thereby improving its resale value. 

Another major benefit of Diamondbrite's high gloss 
finish is the ease with which dirt and grime is washed 
off the paintwork, revealing a slick shine each and 

every time. During the Diamondbrite process the Fabric 
Protection is also applied.  

 
www.mobilecarspa.co.uk/diamondbrite 

 
Approved Applicators of 

Diamondbrite 

 

 

• Outstanding swirl mark and chemical resistance. 

• Incredible gloss. 

• 3 to 5 years durability. 

• Up to 24 months durability 

• Chemical resistant from pH3 - pH13 

• Highly Hydrophobic - repels water 

• Slick, Glossy Finish 

• Unparalleled water & dirt repellency 

Call for a QUOTE 

 

 

http://www.mobilecarspa.co.uk/diamondbrite
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Optional Extras             The below prices or based on small & medium sized cars. 

 

Alloy Wheel Enhance and Seal - from £40      

Once sealed, brake dust & traffic film build up is dramatically reduced, meaning cleaner looking wheels for longer! 

  

Exhaust Tip Polished and Protected – from £6      

Cleaning and polishing your exhaust tips will not only complete the look of your car, but also protect the tips from corrosion and 

caked on carbon build up. 

  

Engine Bay Renovator - from £20       

This service is designed to specifically target removing Dirt, Oil and Grease while adding a shine to all the engine bay plastics 

and the underside of the bonnet and restore the overall look of the engine bay. Perfect for that extra clean feel. 

 

Enduro Shield Rain Repellent - Windscreen £20 - All Glass & Mirrors from £35 

Enduro Shield uses state-of-the-art nanotechnology to transform automotive glass into a high performance, ultra-long lasting rain 

repellent surface. This non-stick invisible coating turns the rainwater into beads, which are easily swept away, ensuring clearer 

vision in wet driving. Lasts approximately 12 months. 

 

Soft Top Cleaned and Re-Water Proofed - from £20     

Months and years of ground in dirt & green algae will be removed restoring your fabric hood to near showroom condition. We 

will then apply a special water proofing aid which helps seal out future contaminants. 
 

Under Car Pressure Wash – from £8       

Ideal to remove mud and salt build up from under your vehicle. 

 

Fabric / Leather Upholstery Shampooed + Stain Remover - from £25   

If your vehicles upholstery is not looking and smelling as fresh as it once did, this option is for you. 

We will wash and extract all dirt and remove stains from your upholstery restoring them to their best possible showroom look. 

Seats, mats, flooring, door cards, parcel shelf and head lining are all shampooed. All leather seats and upholstery are thoroughly 

cleaned and conditioned using luxurious leather cleaners and conditioners. 

  

Diamondbrite Fabric Protection - from £35      

During the Diamondbrite Fabric Protection process each fibre is coated with an invisible resin based material. After treatment 

your fabric will be guaranteed against normal everyday spills and stains. 
 

Fog-It Odour Neutraliser- from £20       

This is a unique deodorising treatment which engulfs your vehicles inside in Fog. The fog from our machine attacks and destroys 

Bacteria such as E.coli, MRSA and Straphylococcus whilst completely killing all odours including tobacco, mould/damp, pet smells, 

sweat and dairy and more. Our deodorising system enables us to remove unpleasant odours and Bacteria on a molecular level, 

safely and permanently. 

All our “Fogging” chemicals are lab tested and are proven to kill 99% of germs and bacteria along with many dangerous and 

common diseases. This system is safe to use in all types of vehicles.  
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Paint Work Detox and Clay Bar Treatment - from £25     

The Clay Bar is a perfect way to clean your vehicles paintwork leaving it as smooth as glass and free from contaminants such as 

tree sap, paint over spray, rail-dust, concrete splatter and other commonly found pollutants from within our atmosphere. Your 

vehicles paintwork will undergo a detox to strip off any previous waxes and contamination, leaving it ready for polishing, 

sealing and/or waxing. 
 

Paintwork Hand Polish - from £20       

An exterior hand polish with sealant is applied to reduce minor swirls and light scratches, enhancing the shine of your vehicle 

and protect the paintwork from environmental contaminants, keeping your vehicle looking cleaner for longer. This sealant offers 

great water beading effects. 
 

Paintwork Machine Polish - from £140       

Paintwork will undergo a rigorous detox as well as being hand clayed to remove all bonded contamination. Your vehicles paint 

will feel as smooth as glass. The Machine Polish will enhance your vehicles paintwork by polishing out approximately 85% of 

surface imperfections such as swirl marks, scratches & oxidisation by removing a fine layer of old paint, revealing the natural 

shine of your vehicle. Finished and protect with a paintwork sealant, this protects it from environmental contaminants, keeping 

your vehicle looking cleaner for longer. This sealant offers great water beading effects. This will truly enhance the look of your 

vehicles exterior. *Price dependant on severity of paint defect. Approximately 6 hours.  

  

Hydrophobic Coating – from £90       

Gtechniq Exo v4 is the very latest version in the range. This hydrophobic coating (repels water) and also adds an incredible 

glossy reflective finish to your vehicle’s paintwork. This is great to add on top of an already Ceramic Coated or Diamondbrited 

car as it will complement any surface and ensure any water just beads right off like you've never seen before! 

Matte Car Sealant – from £35        

Our matte paint sealant will protect the look of your cars paint finish by creating a barrier against the elements. This sealant 

stands up to rain, snow, salt, dust, dirt, grime, traffic film and UV rays so is perfect for both winter and summer. In fact, you can 

benefit from approximately 12 months’ protection from this sealant option. One coat is all you need for any paint colour and will 

also help against those nuisance water spots. 
 

Spray Wax - from £10         

A spray on wax that gives an instant shine. This is ideal for instant extra protection, shine and water beading effects in-between 

full waxing or sealant treatments. 

 

We Can Remove Scratches, Scuffs & Stone Chips – Price given whilst receiving one of our treatments   

Visit our website for more information and some before and after pictures.  

 

Mobile Car Spa Gift Vouchers Available 

www.mobilecarspa.co.uk/gift-vouchers 

 


